Seventh MA/Keramos Meeting

Liquid Nitrogen break stuff night
- Wednesday, December 11, 6-8pm
- Mines room 15 (lab downstairs)
- Let off some steam right before finals; bring stuff you want to freeze if you want to, we'll have stuff to freeze too and we'll be making ice cream
- Pizza and drinks will be provided
- Will make an event on facebook and send out a reminder email next week

Polos
- Top two favorites: blue and black polos

eWeek Competition
- Would like to participate in eWeek!
  - eWeek: A week where clubs host events and engineering majors come out and participate in them.
- Dates for competition:
  - Friday, February 14: eWeek kickoff, Opening Ceremony
  - Sunday-Friday, February 16-21: available dates for competition
- We could team up with SAMPE if they're interested?
- Competition ideas:
  - New Ideas from ESC Competition (other clubs came up with these ideas)
    - Engineering Karaoke Tournament
    - Integral Relay
    - Blindfolded Egg Drop Relay
    - ECE Riddle Relay Race
    - Ultimate Frisbee Tournament
  - Past eWeek Competitions (indicated club in parenthesis has previously done the specific competition)
    - Scavenger Hunt (TBP)
    - Toothpick Tower (SCE)
    - Operation Water Supply (EWB)
    - Pic-Charade-Tionary (ASME/AIAA)
    - Spelling Bee (SHPE)
    - Mouse Trap Car (SAE)
- Engineering Jeopardy (AIChE/OXE)
- Recycle Competition (ITE)
- NSBEcar (NSBE)
- Mine Relay (SME)
- Mr. and Mrs. Engineering Pageant (SWE)
- Operation (BMES)
- Talent Show (Rube Goldberg)

  o Additional Ideas
    - Teamwork Rope Maze

- Other competition ideas not mentioned?
- Volunteers to help participate? Need several people (~5 or more) to help in order to participate

Other announcements/comments
- If you want to help with outreach, if you can, please get into contact with your old high school and talk to junior and senior science teachers about possibly coming in to talk to their classes (for next semester)